


Forward…and Backward
9-1-1…shots fired.

10-78…officer needs backup asap

921…break and enter in progress

922…violent domestic. 10-52(ambulance) en route

4th and 2 pales in comparison. So does going for 2. So does deciding 
to onside kick to open the game. My strongest football influence 
had nothing to do with football. It happened in policing. My 15-year 
football career taught me how to design the SWAT System – language, 
communications, decision-making…how to make the call.

Frontline policing is a survivor’s test - warp-speed life and death 
decision-making…making calls that deeply affect the direction 
of lives including your own, with no time to huddle, meet – real-life 
clock management. Risk, uncertainty, disappointment, failures 
and…critics – learning to shed all the blockers of full potential. 
Policing thickens skin. And lifts the Reality IQ – tacit thinking…
seeing the whole board and making calls in the blink of an eye.

Decision-making models are the secret to adapting to any  
high-pressure situation. 

Phonetic and digital police language is the key to warp-speed 
limitless communication.

Here’s what this book is about and what it’s not about.

What kind of defense do you run? 

Unlimited. Depends on the situation – our players, our opponent, 
where the ball is, what’s the score, what’s the down and distance…
everything. The teaching sequence starts with an inverted 4-2-5 
that can be converted to any formation with a simple decision and 
simple call on the field. Our defense is defined by limitless adaptation, 
not by formation. 

Do you have a copy of your playbook?



Don’t have one.

Can you send it to me?

I meant…we don’t have a playbook. No Diagrams, nothing to 
memorize. 

Deep Force is different than any football book you will ever 
read. It’s about the most unique defense in football – the SWAT 
Defense, an unlimited defense with NO conventional playbook, 
that’s connected to the SWAT offense. A playbook replaced by a 
dictionary. Limitless, paperless, seamless…linked to a no-huddle 
spread offense to form one system that lets an unconventional team 
survive. A SPREAD DEFENSE based on a defensive STRETCH 
Play. And, it’s about doing what seems impossible – one-man staff 
coaching a Canadian collegiate club team in the United States, on 
the road for every game, with open-admission players. The SWAT 
system has been a way to close Goliath-sized competitive gaps 
since 1985, at 3 levels (high school, post-secondary, semi-pro), with 
the most limited resources imaginable – human, financial, physical.

∞

This Diagram is an example of what this book is about – the connection 
of SWAT Defense and SWAT Offense. What you see is a partial 
concept that applies to both SWAT Defense and SWAT Offense 
– a partial blitz concept and a partial passing concept using exactly 
the same player code-names and sprint tracks.



A (Alpha) is the conventional defensive end.

X (X-Ray) is the X-Man, the MVP – Most Versatile Player…a 
multi-purpose player who can play at 4 different levels – level 1-4. 
Conventionally called strong safety, the X-Man is a player without 
a conventional position. He has to be able to play defensive line, 
linebacker, strong safety, and free safety.

The same two code-names are used in the SWAT spread no-huddle 
offense. Alpha designates a wide receiver. X-Ray designates an 
inside receiver, the 4th receiver who shifts out of the backfield from 
the conventional fullback position. The offensive X-Man has to be 
able to play every offensive skill position – online receiver, offline, 
wide, slot, inside, tight, blocker, feature ball-carrier…even QB.

When you drop the labels, the defensive end becomes another MVP 
– a key to the SWAT system…drop the labels and open the potential. 

The above Diagram shows both a defensive and offensive concept.

Alpha sprints a 75-degree track.

X-Ray sprints a 30-degree track.

Same job, different angle. Both jobs can be learned simply by 
changing the first step.

Together, the two tracks form a joint defensive and offensive 
partial concept:

i.  Defensively, it represents a partial blitz concept that binds 
from the frontside or backside;

ii.  Offensively, it represents a partial pass concept that binds any 
coverage from the frontside or backside.

In our reality of one-man coaching staff and 2-way players, this 
concept has dual-purpose. One lesson, 2 players… 4 jobs learned.

∞

CHAPTER CONTINUES....
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